The 'invasion of privacy' row which surrounded the Census in April highlighted the growing concern about the comparative ease with which dossiers of 'confidential' information about anyone in Britain can be compiled. The (4) Reserve 'is the creation of a psychological barrier against unwanted intrusion'. It is the human counterpart of the social distance phenomena that prevails throughout the animal world.
It is said that 'the enjoyment of these four aspects, together with the equal right to surrender each of them, make up to a large extent our conception of liberty'.
One value of this passage is that it shows that privacy is a fluctuating concept. It varies greatly from time to time and from setting to setting, it is not to be taken as an absolute right but merely one that matters, albeit a great deal, and one that is currently under severe threat not from malice but from misplaced desires for efficiency. Stone's book will go some way to curing this defect and for that it is to be welcomed.
